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Belif aqua bomb sheet mask

Current Page Home SkinCare Soothing &amp; Calming BELIF Aqua Bomb Sheet Mask 25ml*5ea With 'Lady's Cloak' and 'Napiers Aqua Formula' with an excellent skin-soothing effect. Gives cooling and moisturizing effect that lasts until the next morning. Dual pouch type for fresh use with separated essence and skin. 100% cotton plate mask with excellent
water content gently wraps face for intense moisturizing. Free of mineral oils, synthetic flavors, synthetic organic pigment, animal components. How to use 1. After washing, wipe the skin with toner, fold twice along the dotted lines, squeeze the essentials to move to the blade. 2. Rub the pouch well so that the essence evenly penetrates the mask blade, attach
to the face and remove after 10 minutes. 3. Tap the remaining essence on the face for absorption. Current Page Home SkinCare Soothing &amp; Calming BELIF Aqua Bomb Sheet Mask 25ml With 'Lady's Cloak' and 'Napiers Aqua Formula' with an excellent skin-soothing effect. Gives cooling and moisturizing effect that lasts until the next morning. Dual
pouch type for fresh use with separated essence and skin. 100% cotton plate mask with excellent water content gently wraps face for intense moisturizing. Free of mineral oils, synthetic flavors, synthetic organic pigment, animal components. How to use 1. After washing, wipe the skin with toner, fold twice along the dotted lines, squeeze the essentials to
move to the blade. 2. Rub the pouch well so that the essence evenly penetrates the mask blade, attach to the face and remove after 10 minutes. 3. Tap the remaining essence on the face for absorption. Belif, Hydrating Bomb, Aqua Bomb, K beauty, Korean Beauty, moisturizer, cream, lotion, essence, pillow, mask, Korean cosmetics, Korean moisturizer,
makeup, Korean makeup, belif, sephora belif's Aqua Bomb Sheet Mask gets so much right that we wish we could give our highest rating. Unfortunately there are a few stumbles that keep it just out of reach, but it's still impressive. The first thing we want: this comes in a clever packaging that masks the pitfalls of overly saturated dams that drip everywhere. It
comes in a plastic case that contains the cloth in the top half, and a pouch with the skin care solution in the bottom. Simply fold the sleeve into three segments (there are instructions on the packaging on how to do this), then give it a squeeze, and the bag pops open to release the solution on the mask. This packaging is not only convenient, it allows you some
control over how much solution you get on the mask. Apart from that, it's standard sheet mask protocol: smooth on your face, let it sit for 10 to 15 minutes, remove it and allow the rest of the solution to absorb into the skin. You're stuck with skin that immediately appears hydrated and refreshed, and feels fuller and hydrated. Aqua Bomb Sheet Mask features
proven skin-replenishment and skin-restorative ingredients such as such as niacinamide, panthenol, jojoba oil, and even a ceramide. It's a mix that can do the job when it comes to the claims of this mask. Our only problem with this leaf mask is that it also contains smell and the fragrance ingredients citronellol and limone. They're towards the end of the
ingredient list, and this doesn't have a strong smell, but they can still cause skin irritation, so it's something to keep in mind. Otherwise, this is one of the stronger entries in the sheet mask market that we've seen, and one of Belif's best products. Pros: Smart packaging prevents cloth mask from getting oversaturated with solution. Mask makes the skin feel
immediately hydrated and refreshed. Contains skin-replenishment and skin-restorative ingredients such as glycerin and niacinamide. Cons: Contains fragrance ingredients that can irritate the skin. Jar Packaging: None tested on animals: Yes, I thought I had the Belif Aqua Bomb Sheet Mask ($8) I bought during the Sephora Sale last week for VIB Rouge
members. I'm a fan of Belif's products especially their True Cream Hydrating Bomb! As a girl with drier skin, their line really hydrates and retains moisture incredibly well. I'm also a girl who loves a good sheet mask so when I noticed that Belif now had sheet masks I picked one up! Here are my thoughts and review on the Belif Aqua Bomb Sheet Mask! The
Belif Aqua Bomb Sheet Mask is annoying, expensive and hydrating! But I digress, let me step out and explain sheet masks to those who haven't tried one yet. I'm a huge fan of Asian Leaf Masks, particularly Taiwanese ones from brands like My Sluming and My Beauty Journal. These usually come in boxes that contain 8 to 10 individuality wrapped sheet
masks for about $10 to $15 per box. Cheap, right? So cheap in fact that I use them three times a week. Each box usually comes with masks that are formulated for a particular skin problem. For example, I love My Scheming 2-in-1 Shea Butter Masks because they are perfect for long-term moisturizing results. But there are plenty of formulas to try that offer
enlightening benefits, address problem skin or oiliness, anti-aging benefits, and more. There are even boxes of masks that come with a variety of formulas. If this interests you at all I suggest heading over to sasa.com or even ebay.com seller AlphabeautyUK as both offer great deals on boxes of sheet masks. How do you use a leaf mask? Dam masks are
made of a thinner cotton fiber that is saturated with essence giving them a very wet feeling. They have cut out for your eyes and lips and are meant to be placed over your face and worn for 10 to 20 minutes. After you've thrown out the mask and you don't rinse the essence, gently dep for it in your skin and follow night-time skincare. Belif's take on sheet
masks is interesting and annoying. This mask comes in a double room bag that separates the essence from the mask. I don't see the point in this mainly because it turns into a challenge and a one annoyance to actually put the essence on the mask. So, you have to fold both sides (see below how you suppose to squeeze it together) of the mask packing
together and pop the middle of the envelope holding the mask to release the essence. It's mindbogglingly annoying and hard to do. I kept squeezing and squeezing and couldn't get it to pop. I was actually worried that it would pop in my face or all over me and I would not only end up with a mess, but also a mask that I couldn't use because the essence
poured all over me. Luckily that didn't happen and after 20 minutes of playing around and squeezing, etc... it eventually came in the middle and the essence flowed into the room with the mask. I don't understand why they made packaging like this. Does it keep the mask fresher? I have no idea. It was just a big annoyance to me. I actually popped the mask
but left it aside and forgot to use it. I read reports that said the essence did not saturate the mask properly and the mask was dry, etc... I think by leaving the mask for a day and forgetting about it helped saturate the mask properly. So, pop the mask, massage the envelope to get the essence into that second room with the mask, and leave it for a day, because
this seems to have helped my mask very saturated with the essence. The mask itself is great once you get past the awful packaging. It uses the same technology as Belif's The True Cream Aqua Bomb! It is very moisturizing and it has long-term moisturizing benefits that leave the skin super smooth, very soft and very hydrated. Apparently minimizing pores
and improving elastic as well, but I have no visible pores nor a loss of elasticity at the moment, so I can't speak for any of these benefits. I will say that the moisturizing benefits were great. But.... There are many masks that are equally hydrating from a variety of Asian brands that are much cheaper. This is a single mask to buy for $8 dollars! I can get a box of
moisturizing masks that contain 8 masks for about $12 dollars. I definitely cringe at that price tag. But I would consider buying back in the future if the price was lower. Offering it in a box of say 5 for maybe $30 would tempt me to enjoy it again. But for $8 dollars for one? I might think that. Belif Aqua Bomb Sheet Mask might be worth trying, as you get a 20%
discount at Sephora with your VIB discount, but at full price they can prove annoying and challenging to use, but girls and boys with dry skin can overlook the price and poor packaging for the great moisturizing benefits they offer. Belif Aqua Bomb Sheet Mask is available from Sephora.com. Save
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